SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2015-16(JUNE-TO-OCTOBER)
B.A. I YEAR ARABIC (OL) FIRST SEMESTER
Part II OPTIONAL SUBJECT
FIQH-USOOL-E FIQH AND AQAUED

PRESCRIBED BOOKS: HIDAYA
KITAABUL BAYUTO BAYU-E-FASID

CHAPTERS:
1). KITABUL BAYU
2). KHIYARUSSHARTH
3). KHIYAREY RUYATH
4). KHIYAREY AYEEB
5). BAYE FASID

USOOL-E-FIQH
PRESCRIBED BOOKS: USOOL-E-SAHSHE
FORM-PAGE: NO: 5 TO 39

AQTAQ
PRESCRIBED BOOK: SHARAH-E-AQTAQ NASHIFI
FROM-PAGE NO: 1 TO 25

\[\text{Md. Khaja Mohiuddin}\
\text{W. A. (Urdu), M.A., M.Phil., Arabic}\
\text{Head Dept. of Arabic}\
\text{Jinnah Arabic Degree College}\
\text{Kurnool - 518 004}\]
SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2015-16 (NOVEMBER TO MARCH)

B.A. I YEAR ARABIC (OL) SECOND SEMESTER

Part II OPTIONAL SUBJECT

FIQH-USOOL-E FIQH AND AQAUED

PRESCRIBED BOOKS: HIDAYA:

CHAPTERS:
1). BABUL EQALA
2). BABUL MURAHABA WATULIYA
3). BABUL RIBA
4). BABUL SALAM
5). BABUL SARF

USOOL-E-FIQH
PRESCRIBED BOOKS: USOOL-E-SAHSHI
FORM-PAGE: NO: 73 TO 89

AQAID
PRESCRIBED BOOK: SHARAH-E-AQAID NASHIFI
FROM- PAGE NO: 26 TO 55

Md. Khaja Moinuddin
M.A. (Urdu), M.A., M. Phil, Arabic
Head Dept. of Arabic

Ahmad Iqbal University of Science and Technology
Veer Narsipur, Mysore, Karnataka

PRINCIPAL

Islamiah Arabic Degree College
Kurnool
SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2016-17 (JUNE TO OCTOBER)

B.A.II YEAR ARABIC (OL) THIRD SEMESTER

Part II OPTIONAL SUBJECT

ARABIC PAPER II

ARABIC POETRY

1) DEE WANE-E-HAMASA FIRST 25 VERSES FROM BABUL HAMASA
   FIRST 25 VERSES FROM BABUL ADAB.

2) DEEWANE-MUTANABBII
   Khafiyatul Hamza First Half Chaper.

3) SABA-MULLAQHATH (MUALLLAQU-E-ZUHEB)
   FROM 1 TO 30 VERSES

Md. Khaja Meimuddin
M.A. (Urdu), M.A., M.Phil. Arabic
Head Dep't. of Arabic
Islamiah Arabic Degree College
Kurnool - 518 001.
SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2016-17 (NOVEMBER TO MARCH)

B.A.II YEAR ARABIC (OL) FOURTH SEMESTER

Part II OPTIONAL SUBJECT

ARABIC PAPER II

ARABIC POETRY

1). DEWANE-E-HAMSA FROM 26 VERSES TO 50 VERES FROM BABUL HAMASA.

a). DEWANE-E-HAMASA FORM BABUL ADAD FROM 26 VERSES TO 50 VERSES.

2). DEENANE-E-MUTANAABBI
Khafiyatul Hamza From Second Half-Chapter.

3). SAB-E-MULLAQNATH MULLAQ-A-E-ZUHAIR: FROM VERSES 31 TO 65 VERSES

Md. Khaja Moinuddin
M.A. (Urdu), M.A., M.Phil. Arabic
Head Dept. of Arabic
Islamiah Arabic Degree College
Kurnool - 518 001.
SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2017-18 (JUNE TO OCTOBER)

B.A. III YEAR ARABIC (OL) FIFTH SEMESTER

Part II OPTIONAL SUBJECT

TAKE AND HADEETH

TAKE PARAH ALIF LAM MEEM FIRST HALF-PARAH FROM TAFSEER IBNE-KASEER

HADEETH KITABUL MAGAZI FROM BUKHARI SHAREEF

FIRST HALF-CHAPTER FROM 2nd Volume.

[Signature]
4-5-2015

Ms. Khafre Moinuddin
M.A. (Urdu), M.A., M.Phl. Aran.
Head Dept. of Arabic
Sialmsh Arabic Degree College,
Kurnool - 518 001
SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2017-18 (JUNE TO OCTOBER)

B.A. III YEAR ARABIC (OL) SIXTH SEMESTER

Part II OPTIONAL SUBJECT

TAFASEER AND HADEETH

TAFASEER PARAH ALIF LAM MEEM FROM HALF-PARAH TO COMPLET FIRST PARAH.

HADEETH KITABUL MAGAZI FROM BUKHARI SHAREEF FROM HALF-CHAPTER TO COMPLET CHAPTER OF KITABUL MAGAZI FORM BUKHARI SHAREEF 2nd Volume.

4-5-2015

Ud. Khaja Moinuddin
M.A. (Urdu), M.A., M.Phil Arabic
Head Dept. of Arabic

Andhra Arabic Degree College
Kurnool - 518 001
SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2017-18 (JUNE TO OCTOBER)
B.A. III YEAR ARABIC (OL) SEVENTH SEMESTER
Part II OPTIONAL SUBJECT
PAPER IV HISTORY OF ARABIC LITERATURE

TAARIKH-E-ADAB-E-ARABIC
BY HASAN ZAYYAT
PRE-ISLAMIAC PERIOD AND ISLAMIC PERIOD BANU UMMAY PERIOD
SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2017-18 (JUNE TO OCTOBER)
B.A. III YEAR ARABIC (OL) EIGHTH SEMESTER
Part II OPTIONAL SUBJECT
PAPER IV HISTORY OF ARABIC LITERATURE

TARIKHE-E ADAB-E ARABIC BY: HASA ZAYYAT
FROM BANU ABBASI PERIOD TO END OF THE BOOK.

[Handwritten note: 4-5-15]

Khaja Mehmood
M.A., M. Phil., Arabic
Head Dept. of Arabic
Al-Arabiya Degree College
URNOOL - 518001.